Stream 13 Workshop - planning the year
Research workshops 1 & 2

Research component 1: December 2008
- Mapping the year
- Meeting other researchers

Research component 2: February 2009
- Set the date
- Report on the first trawl of the literature to spokes
- Refining the research question
- Systematic review
- Plans for linkage and exchange
Workshops 3 and 4

Research component 3: June 2009
- Progress on systematic review
- Progress on initial work on translation from evidence to policy/practice

Research component 4: October 2009
- Progress on systematic review
- Progress on linkage and exchange
- 1:3:25 format
- Timelines for completion of report for consideration by referees by end November
timelines

- Start December 2008
- Contracts signed
- Staff recruited
- Initial literature search
- Identify and recruit L&E partners
- Refine research question
- Systematic review
- Progress report: 30 June 2009
- Completion and acquittal 15 January 2010